Management of Congenital Bile Duct Cysts
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Abstract
Bile duct cysts (BDC) are rare congenital anomalies of the biliary tree that are characterized by cystic dilatation of the extrahepatic and/or intrahepatic bile ducts. Presence of an anomalous bilio-pancreatic junction allowing pancreatic juice to reflux into the biliary tree is the most widely aetiological concept currently accepted. BDC are associated with biliary stasis and lithiasis, and the whole biliary epithelium is considered at risk of malignant transformation. Magnetic resonance cholangio-pancreatography is currently the most accurate preoperative imaging study to assess cyst anatomy and classify the disease according to the standard Todani classification. Complete cyst excision with cholecystectomy followed by biliary reconstruction using a Roux-en-Y hepatico-jejunostomy is the treatment of choice for the extrahepatic component of the disease (type I and IV BDC), but cystic involvement up to the roof of the main biliary convergence represents a real surgical challenge to perform complete resection. The optimal treatment of intrahepatic bile duct dilatations remains controversial, especially for type IV-A BDC. In type V BDC (Caroli’s disease), extent of the liver resection is tailored to intrahepatic disease extent and takes into consideration the presence and severity of underlying chronic liver (congenital hepatic fibrosis) and kidney disease. Late postoperative cholangitis secondary to intrahepatic strictures and lithiasis, as well as the risk of metachronous cholangiocarcinoma that can occur throughout the whole biliary tree even after complete cyst excision, represent serious complications justifying careful long-term follow-up.

Demographics

Bile duct cysts (BDC) is a rare congenital disorder, with an estimated prevalence ranging from 1 in 13,500 to 1 in 200,000 live births in Western countries, while the disease is more frequent in Asia [1–4]. Disease occurrence after childhood is uncommon. Indeed, about 25% of BDC are diagnosed antenatally or within the first year of life, 60% during the first decade of life, and about 20% go undiagnosed into adulthood [2, 3]. However, in USA and Europe, an increasing number of adult patients are reported. This trend might reflect an institutional referral bias or the lack of attention to the disease in regions with a low prevalence, but might also possibly be due to improved accuracy of non-invasive imaging studies [5–7]. A marked female predominance has been widely recognized (female to male ratio 3:1) [2, 3].
Bile Duct Cysts

**Classification**

BDC are classified according to the site (extrahepatic and/or intrahepatic), extent (segmental or complete) and shape (cystic or saccular, fusiform) of the biliary anomaly. Dilatation may occur anywhere throughout the biliary tree. The Todani classification, used as a standard [8] (fig. 1), defined type I (I-A: cystic, I-B: segmental, I-C: fusiform shape) as dilatation of the extrahepatic biliary tree, type II as diverticulum of the supraduodenal extrahepatic biliary tree, type III as dilatation of the intraduodenal portion of the extrahepatic biliary tree (choledochoccele) and identified two subtypes IV: type IV-A with both intra- and extrahepatic dilatation of the biliary tree and type IV-B with multiple and segmental dilatations of the extrahepatic biliary tree. Type V BDC, originally described by Caroli [2], corresponds to dilatation strictly limited to the intrahepatic biliary tree without extrahepatic component. Unilobar extension of type V BDC is more frequently encountered (80%) in surgical series, especially on the left side of the liver, but the disease may diffusely involve the entire intrahepatic biliary tree [9].

Type I BDC is the more frequent cyst type encountered (70–90%), followed by type IV-A (10–20%), choledochoccele (4%), type II (2–5%) and type V (1%). The distribution of BDC types is similar in adults and children, with the exception of Todani type IV-A BDC which are more frequent in adults [2, 3]: an incidence of 18.9% was reported by Yamaguchi [4] in his collective Japanese review but ranges from 35 to 83% in recently reported adult series [2, 3, 10]. The higher rate of type IV-A BDC in adult patients suggests that, although of a congenital origin, these lesions may progress with time or may develop later in life.

**Physiopathology**

Currently, there is no universally accepted aetiology of BDC. For types I–IV BDC, several theories have been proposed, but the most widely accepted hypothesis is the long common channel theory of Babbitt [2, 3]. An anomalous bilio-pancreatic junction (ABPJ) with a common channel longer than 10–15 mm and a pancreatico-biliary junction proximal to the sphincter of Oddi may allow pancreatic juice to reflux into the biliary tree, resulting in increased intraductal pressure that may lead to inflammation and secondary ductal dilatation [2, 3]. This hypothesis is supported by the detection of high concentrations of pancreatic enzymes in the bile of these patients. The incidence of ABPJ ranges from 96 to 100% in paediatric series and from 68 to 94% in adult series [2, 3]. ABPJ may be associated with pancreatic stones or protein plug in the dilated common channel or accessory pancreatic duct leading to increased bile duct obstruction and incidence of acute pancreatitis in these patients [5, 11]. Anatomical or functional obstruction of the distal part of the extrahepatic biliary tree has also been reported as a possible pathophysiological precursor of BDC. Furthermore, the hypothesis of oligoganglionosis in the distal part of the extrahepatic biliary tree has also been advocated. This may result in inadequate bile duct autonomic innervation responsible for dysmotility and functional obstruction of the common bile duct (equivalent to achalasia of the oesophagus or Hirschsprung's disease of the colon) [2].

Intrahepatic BDC, corresponding to type V in the Todani classification, results from embryological malformation of the ductal plate [12]. These anomalies are responsible for bile ductular proliferation in the ductal plate configuration, which may be apparent microscopically or
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Fig. 1. Various types of BDC according to Todani’s classification.
macroscopically. If the large intrahepatic bile ducts are affected, this results in Caroli’s disease, whereas diseased small interlobar bile ducts result in congenital hepatic fibrosis. If all levels of the biliary tree are affected, features of both congenital hepatic fibrosis and Caroli’s disease are present, this condition having been named ‘Caroli’s syndrome’ and might be associated with kidney disease (from tubular ectasia to polycystic kidney disease) [12].

**Clinical Presentation**

BDC may remain asymptomatic for many years and diagnosis may be obtained in asymptomatic patients on imaging studies for an unrelated process. When symptomatic, the most common symptoms mimic biliary lithiasis. The classic triad of jaundice, right upper quadrant pain and a palpable abdominal mass is much more often encountered in children than in adults (85% vs. 25% respectively), but when an abdominal mass is found in adults, biliary malignancy must be suspected [3]. Abdominal pain, pancreatitis, or a history of cholecystectomy for presumed biliary symptoms is more common in adults and cholecystitis, cholangitis and pancreatitis tend to occur at a somewhat higher rate (20–60%) than in children in the literature [6, 13]. Complicated clinical presentation (cholangitis, liver abscess, biliary cirrhosis) is more frequent in adults than in young patients and in patients with previous cyst drainage procedures, confirming thus the prohibitive late complication rate encountered after cyst-enteric drainage operations [3, 5]. The mean time elapsed from the development of symptoms to diagnosis and treatment appears to be significantly longer in adults than in children and was estimated for adult patients to be up to 6 years according to the literature [6, 14].

**Associated Hepatobiliary and Pancreatic Diseases**

Coexistent hepatobiliary and pancreatic (HBP) diseases are frequently observed in adult BDC patients and in patients who have undergone previous cyst-enteric drainage procedures [2, 3]. Stone formation secondary to bile stasis is the most frequent condition occurring in adults, affecting from 37.5 to 74% of BDC patients [5]. Hepatolithiasis is most often reported in type IV-A BDC patients [2], sometimes related to frequent membranous or septal stenosis of the segmental bile duct near the main biliary convergence [15]. The risk of pancreatitis that is markedly with cyst size and in the presence of ABP [4, 6]. Obstruction of the pancreatico-biliary common channel by stones or plug protein impaction, leading to increased pressure in the pancreatic duct, is postulated as the significant precipitating factor in spite of bile reflux in the pancreatic duct. Situations associated with increased intra-abdominal pressure in adulthood, such as pregnancy, may also rarely predispose to spontaneous cyst rupture and biliary peritonitis [3].

Half of the cases of type V BDC are associated with coexistent congenital hepatic fibrosis that corresponds to an inherited congenital malformation transmitted as an autosomal recessive trait [12]. The main consequence is portal hypertension responsible for digestive haemorrhage from oesophageal variceal bleeding.

**Previous HBP Treatments**

A previous HBP procedure including cholecystectomy or other surgical biliary exploration before diagnosis is commonly reported in the adult population (10–50%) [5–7]. Moreover, patients might also be referred for incomplete resection of the distal part of the extrahepatic dilatation leading to recurrent pancreatitis. The presence of coexisting HBP disease and the performance of previous biliary surgery account for the more complex management of the disease required in adult patients [5].

**Radiological Assessment**

Preoperative imaging is essential to establish the diagnosis of BDC, classify the extent of the disease and plan surgical strategy. BDC can now be diagnosed at any age of life, including antenatally by ultrasonography. Precise identification of the type, extent of the biliary tree dilatation and information on the pancreatic and bile duct anatomy and disease are essential to plan surgical strategy. Percutaneous transhepatic and intraoperative cholangiography are considered useful for assessing cyst anatomy and extent of intrahepatic disease in type IV-A cyst, for identifying associated biliary tract anomalies and diseases such as hepatolithiasis, ductal stricture or carcinoma. Endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography (ERCP) is an accurate invasive technique for the definition of the anomalous pancreatico-biliary ductal junction, this information being important to avoid injury of the pancreatic duct during distal cyst excision and to determine the need for additional treatment of associ-
ated pancreatic ductal stones or stricture. However, the current 'gold standard' for staging BDC is magnetic resonance cholangio-pancreatography (MRCP) [3] (fig. 2). The main advantage of MRCP is its non-invasive nature and its ability to assess cyst anatomy, to identify size, site, and shape of bile duct dilatation and to detect ABPJ, without the risk of pancreatitis or cholangitis sometimes encountered with ERCP [16]. Reliable diagnosis of Caroli’s disease is based on typical radiological features. By definition, these cystic intrahepatic cavities are communicating with the intrahepatic biliary tree. An additional radiological feature is the presence of enhancing fibrovascular bundles (corresponding to septa containing portal veins and hepatic arteries) protruding into the lumen of the ectatic intrahepatic bile ducts. This specific but inconstant feature at liver imaging was defined by Choi et al. [17] as the ‘central dot sign’.

**Risk of Malignant Transformation**

A significant association between BDC and HBP malignancy is unanimously reported with a clear increasing age-related incidence. Cholangiocarcinoma (CC) is the most frequent histological type encountered. The incidence of synchronous CC associated with BDC is estimated to be 2.5–30% [2, 3] and was 6% in the largest reported Western experience [13]. Todani et al. [18] collected data from 73 institutions in Japan and reported an incidence of 17.5% that is higher than the 0.01–0.38% incidence found in large autopsy series in the normal population. The risk of developing CC in BDC patients is estimated to be 20- to 30-fold higher (up to 120) than the general population and CC occurs in younger patients (at a mean age of 32 years), about two decades earlier than in the general population [3]. Long-term survival is rare, even after surgical excision, but the prognosis is the same as for CC in the general population.

In BDC patients, the age-related incidence of cyst-associated cancer has been shown to increase from 0.7% in the first decade of life to 14.3% after the age for 20 years [19]. In the series of Komi et al. [20], the overall incidence of malignancy was 0.3% in children compared to 15.6% in adults with an age-related incidence: 26% in patients aged >40 years and 45.5% in those aged >70 years.

The whole biliary epithelium is considered at risk of malignant transformation and malignancy may arise either in the cystic dilatation (50%) or in remnant tissues or non-dilated parts of the biliary tree [8, 11]. Coexistent hepatic or pancreatic malignancies have also been reported. CC may develop in all types of BDC, but type I and especially type IV-A BDC show a greater incidence.

Out of the 241 cases of carcinoma collected by Todani et al. [18], 45 (18.6%) were encountered following previous cyst-enteric drainage procedures. In that series, the mean interval between the biliary bypass procedure and the detection of carcinoma was 10 years. These features support the recommendation by Stain et al. [14] that low-risk patients, even asymptomatic, should undergo elective excision of BDC even previously treated by cyst-enterostomy.

**Surgical Treatment**

Features to consider for optimal surgical treatment of BDC patients include patient’s age, symptoms and complications, coexistent HPB diseases, previous cyst-related surgical procedures, cyst type on imaging studies, and age-related risk for synchronous malignancy. To date, management of BDC is dictated by cyst location but not by cyst configuration (cystic or fusiform dilatation). Based on the substantial lifetime risk of developing CC, complete cyst excision is considered to be the standard treatment.

**Type I BDC**

Complete cyst excision of the extrahepatic component of BDC combined with cholecystectomy, followed by Roux-en-Y biliary reconstruction, is considered to be the treatment of choice for type I and IV BDC [2, 3]. A cholecystectomy is recommended due to the high risk for gallbladder malignancy, particularly associated when ABPJ is present [21]. Treatment of BDC by cyst-enterostomy (cyst-duodenostomy or cyst-jejunostomy) is no lon-
ger recommended [2, 3]. Indeed, BDC are associated with the development of both CC and gallbladder cancer, and enteric drainage without excision does not diminish this malignant potential. Moreover, the drainage provided by a cyst-enteric anastomosis is associated with biliary stasis and recurrent cholangitis. As a result, stricture formation is common (12–73%) and stasis and cholangitis also lead to malignant transformation [5–7, 14].

In contrast, complete BDC excision appears to be the treatment of choice and can currently be performed safely either as a primary or a secondary procedure (after failure of internal drainage). Complete cyst excision means that the division of the biliary tract should be carried out in healthy biliary tissue, either at the superior and inferior part of the cystic component, with the use of frozen-section pathological examination to rule out the presence of cancer. We recently emphasized that cystic involvement up to the roof of the main biliary convergence or the secondary biliary divisions represented a real surgical challenge for complete cyst excision, leading to perform incomplete resection and reconstruction on non-healthy bile ducts [22]. In such cases, a clear demarcation between non-dilated peripheral intrahepatic (hepatic or sectorial) bile ducts at their level of entrance into a dilated and diseased main or secondary biliary division allows differentiating these BDC type from those defined by Todani et al. [23] as type I-C BDC. The latter indeed present a secondary continuous extent of fusiform dilatation of the choledochus to peripheral intrahepatic bile ducts and such intrahepatic biliary dilatation returns to a normal size after surgical excision of the extrahepatic component of BDC, thus not requiring resection.

At their distal part, type I and IV BDC require excision of the intrapancreatic cystic portion down to the healthy distal bile duct, if any (fig. 3). In this setting, precise pre-operative knowledge of ABPJ anatomy is a key factor to avoid intraoperative damage of the pancreatic duct or of the long common channel during cyst excision.

Concomitant pancreateoduodenectomy is indicated only in patients with malignancy but may be required in case of severely inflamed benign cyst imbedded [7] in the pancreatic head or in case of reoperation of symptomatic huge distal cyst remnant. An alternative to pancreatic resection may be the transection of the cyst by leaving an ‘egg-cup bottom’ that will then be removed by intramural dissection in order to limit postoperative pancreatic complications.

Biliary reconstruction is performed by using a long 60-cm defunctionalized Roux-en-Y jejunal loop with a wide bilio-digestive anastomosis at the level of the common hepatic duct or, more frequently, of the main biliary convergence after having extended the opening of both hepatic ducts (according to the Hepp-Couinaud technique), a trick reducing the risk of late anastomotic stricture and providing satisfactory long-term results [13, 24].

Type II BDC
Complete but limited cyst excision of type II BDC is indicated. Extrahepatic bile duct resection may be necessary but only in case of a large neck of the cyst at its junction with the common bile duct and it is not routinely recommended [2]. However, the presence of an ABPJ exposes the patient to an increased risk of malignancy in both the gallbladder and bile duct, and a prophylactic excision of the gallbladder is thus advised [21].

Type III BDC
Due to the exceptional risk of malignancy in type III BDC, transduodenal cyst excision is currently replaced by conservative endoscopic sphincterotomy that is recommended in a cyst <2 cm in diameter [2]. Pancreatectoduodenectomy remains indicated in case of coexistent cancer [13].

Type IV-A
As for type I BDC, complete surgical excision of the extrahepatic component of type IV-A and IV-B BDC is the standard of care. First of all, intraoperative endoscopic exploration of intrahepatic bile ducts should be used to detect intraductal stenosis by membranes or septa at the confluence of the major bile ducts [15]. If any, membranous or bridge-like stenosis should be excised circumferentially, but the management of the intrahepatic component of type IV-A BDC remains controversial. Some au-
thors are in favour of conservative management, while others promote liver resection, especially in case of left unilobar intrahepatic cystic disease, leading thus to complete extra- and intrahepatic disease excision. Furthermore, in type IV-A BDC complicated by ductal strictures, intrahepatic stones or abscess, liver atrophy or malignancy liver resection is indicated. However, Lipsett and Pitt [25] recommend preservation of the hepatic parenchyma, even in the presence of hepatic stones and strictures, when the liver is not cirrhotic. In this case, they recommend placement of large-bored silastic transhepatic stents to facilitate postoperative stone extraction. Liver transplantation may offer a more durable solution and has to be discussed in case of diffuse intrahepatic disease complicated by intrahepatic stones and recurrent attacks of cholangitis refractory to medical treatment or in case of secondary biliary cirrhosis.

**Type V BDC**

The management of this rare form of BDC is particularly difficult. The extent of the disease (localized or diffuse) into the liver and the presence of concurrent underlying chronic liver (congenital hepatic fibrosis, secondary biliary cirrhosis, CC) or kidney disease are decision-making factors influencing the surgical management. Drainage procedures represent palliative treatment options that are often ineffective in the long term and are associated with recurrent cholangitis [12]. Liver resection is the treatment of choice for localized unilobar intrahepatic disease without associated chronic liver disease, expecting excellent long-term results [9, 26]. In case of disease involving both lobes of the liver, or associated with portal hypertension from congenital hepatic fibrosis or secondary biliary cirrhosis, results are poor after conservative treatment. Most patients will suffer from chronic recurrent cholangitis, portal hypertension with variceal bleeding, and death secondary to liver failure or carcinoma. These patients should therefore be considered as candidates for a liver transplant. Indeed, transplantation represents the ultimate successful treatment option for complicated forms of the disease (septic complications from diffuse extent of the disease into the liver and fibrosis or cirrhosis responsible for portal hypertension) [9, 27] and should be combined with kidney transplantation in case of chronic renal insufficiency. We previously emphasized that treatment at an early stage of the disease, and avoidance of numerous ineffective operative procedures and of an emergency operation in septic patients are key factors for reducing the operative risk and improving long-term results in patients suffering from type V BDC [9].

**Late Outcome**

**Biliary Complications**

Despite adequate initial treatment, the long-term follow-up of adult patients with BDC is not uneventful. Late postoperative complications include cholangitis, intrahepatic strictures and/or lithiasis, occurring in most cases from anastomotic stricture or biliary stasis in the intrahepatic biliary tree but also in patients with patent anastomotic stoma [6, 14]. Kim et al. [28] recently emphasized that anastomotic stricture tended to increase with increasing cyst size, short symptom duration and the grade of infiltration of inflammatory cells, and was closely related to the type of BDC. They reported a late occurrence of anastomotic stricture and intrahepatic duct stones in 23.5%, which was significantly more frequent in IV-A cysts justifying the need for careful long-term follow-up.

Anastomotic stricture complicating cyst excision can be treated by surgical revision or by a percutaneous transhepatic approach [6, 14, 24]. Hepatolithiasis in segmental intrahepatic dilatations can be treated by transhepatic endoscopic lithotripsy and percutaneous removal but repeated procedures are usually required [6]. Placement of a large-bore silastic transhepatic stent at the time of primary surgery may facilitate postoperative stone extraction [6]. Additionally, confection of a permanent access stoma using a Roux-Y jejunal loop brought to the skin allows easier retrograde access to the intrahepatic biliary tree for further treatment. However, in case of limited and symptomatic intrahepatic bile duct dilatation, liver resection appears to be a more radical treatment [6, 14], while liver transplantation is the only curative option in case of diffuse intrahepatic disease complicated by intrahepatic stones and recurrent attacks of cholangitis refractory to medical treatment or in case of secondary biliary cirrhosis [6].

**Metachronous Carcinoma**

Metachronous cancer after BDC excision has been reported to develop in the residual portion of BDC after incomplete proximal or distal BDC excision [29, 30]. However, primary complete cyst excision reduces but does not eliminate the risk of developing malignancy [2, 18, 29, 30]. Indeed, metachronous malignancy can develop throughout the whole biliary tree: in non-dilated intrahepatic bile ducts, at the anastomotic level or in the distal intrapancreatic common bile duct. Watanabe et al. [29] emphasized that carcinoma can occur very late, up to 19 years after the initial procedure, justifying lifelong assessment of late complications or subsequent cancer after BDC excision.
Conclusions

BDC are a rare congenital abnormality of the biliary tree that is characterized by cystic dilatation of the extrahepatic and/or intrahepatic bile ducts. Complete cyst excision is currently the treatment of choice for the extrahepatic component of the disease, although the optimal treatment of intrahepatic bile duct dilatations remains controversial, especially for type IV-A BDC. In case of the diffuse intrahepatic form of the disease with intrahepatic stones complicated by cholangitis or in case of associated fibrosis or cirrhosis, liver transplantation has to be discussed. For type V BDC (Caroli’s disease), the extent of the liver resection is tailored to that of intrahepatic disease and takes into consideration the presence and severity of underlying chronic liver (congenital hepatic fibrosis) and kidney disease. Due to the age-related risk of synchronous and metachronous CC that can occur throughout the whole biliary tree, even after complete cyst excision, early indication of surgical cyst excision and long-term follow-up are advised.
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